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An Interactive Hand Gesture Recognition System on the Beagle Board
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Electronics and Communications International Institute of Information Technology

Abstract. The aim of this paper is to provide with a real time application based on hand gesture
recognition .The hardware requirements of the system are kept on the minimum , limiting only to a simple
USB webcam and a PC .Other alternatives to the PC have also been presented , such as the Beagle Board ,
which is a mini version of a PC and very inexpensive .The approach is based on simple and fast motion
detection trying to eliminate unnecessary regions of interest and a recognition algorithm based on the hand
contours , their convexities and a further comparison of hand shapes based on HU moment matching which
works on image contours .The paper also presents a way of improving the distorted hand contours by
distinguishing between external contours and holes and explicitly filling up holes .The use of a predefined set
of contours for each gesture helps in better recognition .A simple state machine is implemented to further
improve reliability .A total of 5 gestures have been implemented and tested on the PC and the Beagle Board
and the performance compared .A practical application using the five gestured detected has been proposed ,
which utilizes the Linux XLIB library and the X display to control mouse cursor actions and other display
properties .
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1. Introduction
One of the greatest gifts of almost all living things in this world is the ability to communicate through
vocals and actions. Human and machine interaction by far has only been through simple means of
communication like a mouse , keyboard or switches .Voice recognition and gesture recognition are two
powerful and more natural means of communicating with machines as is with human beings .There are
innumerable instances where conventional keyboard and mice applications can be replaced with hand
gestures. In many cases special gloves or markers have been used for efficient detection and tracking [3]
which constraints the user .In [4] a very real time method of hand gesture recognition based on convexity
defects is presented but an analysis based only on convexity defects is dependent on smoothness of
background. [1] Implements gesture recognition based on Hausdroff distance but is not real time especially
when implemented on dedicated systems such as Beagle Board .This paper attempts to solve these problems
by proposing a real time gesture recognition system with no user constraints and with any kind of
background environment.

2. Gesture Recognition
The steps involved in recognizing hand gestures are as shown in figure 2.a
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Fig. 2a: Flow
F
chart off the algorithm
m of gesture recognition

2.1. Mottion Detectiion
Every frame
f
from webcam
w
is coonverted intoo a gray scalee image and a pixel wise subtraction is
i performedd
between thee current fraame and previously acquuired frame. The resultinng output iss then smootthed using a
Gaussian filter to removve noisy pixxels .A threshhold is now applied on smoothed
s
im
mage thereby
y changing itt
into a binarry image witth maximum
m value 255 and
a minimum
m value 0 .2255 correspoonds to pure white and 0
correspondss to pure black.
b
The requirementt of a fixed
d backgrounnd is eliminnated by ussing motionn
detection .T
The backgrouund subtracttion image would
w
immeediately adappt to new baackground with
w an errorr
only in the first frame after
a
change. Change in background
b
should
s
not bee continuouss in time dom
main, but cann
be discreet at
a random tim
me intervals..
A simple thhreshold of 100 is experimented to worrk well [2].
If image(i,j)) >10 ; then image(i,j)=2
i
55; Else imaage(i,j)=0;
Figures 2.1..a, 2.1.b show
w original fraame and threeshold I mag
ge respectivelly.

Fig.2.1a: Oriiginal Frame Fig.2.1b: Thrreshold Imagee

Fig.2.2: Dilation
D
Imagge

Figg.2.2c: Finalo
output

2.2. Holee Filling annd Skin Seggmentation
Output of motion deetection doess not yield thhe full area of the object under
u
motionn .As seen in
n figure 2.1b,,
or this reasonn,
there are maany black reggions or holees with in whhite boundariies in the mootion detectioon image .Fo
a hole fillinng operation is performeed .Dilation reduces num
mber of holes, but hand contour willl still not bee
devoid of holes.
h
Figure 2.2a shows Dilation outpput .At this stage
s
multiplle dilations aare not perfo
ormed as thiss
increases sizze of unneceessary regionns in the imagge.
A logiccal AND is performed
p
beetween the dilated
d
imagee and the original frame. This new im
mage is now
w
converted innto YCrCb color
c
space and
a an upperr and lower bound
b
are seet to color seggment it .Th
his process iss
not accuratee, but will suuffice becausse most of thhe image is eliminated
e
inn the motion detection im
mage leavingg
apart only very
v
small areas which move.
m
The low
wer limit is (0, 113, 677) and the upper limit is (255,1733,127) .Com
mbination of backgroundd
subtraction and skin seggmentation iss shown in fiigure 2.2b wh
hich is the finnal output.

2.3. Findding approppriate Conntours

A contour analysis
a
givees groups off pixels that have same label due too their conneectivity in biinary image..
After such an
a analysis thhe image is treated
t
as a set
s of contours and not ass a collectionn of discreet pixels.
p
Afterr
contour anaalysis individdual contourss with a miniimum size off 4000 pixelss are isolatedd.
The larrgest contouur is the onee with highest probabilitty of being a hand. Oncce this conto
our has beenn
selected, hoole filling opperation is performed
p
o the particcular contouur. There aree two types of contourss
on
namely exteerior contourrs and holes .Holes assocciated with th
he largest coontour are ideentified in th
he image andd
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are filled white. This is a contour sppecific hole filling
f
unlikee the dilationn performed iin previous steps.
s
Figuree
2.3a and 2.33b show the output contoours before annd after conttour hole filliing.

Fig.2.3a: Beffore Hole Filliing Fig.2.3b:: After hole Fiilling

Fig.2
2.4a: Upper Contour

F
Fig.2.4b: Conto
our Polygon

2.4. Conntour Croppping and Contour
C
Ap
pproximatio
on
The moost useful infformation off the lies in its fingers .H
Hence the haand contour is cropped to the upperr
portion, leavving only thee orientationn of the fingers to analyzee .Figure 2.4aa shows the uupper half co
ontour.
This ouutput contourr is still unevven in shape with very sm
mall distortioons. Hence a polygon ap
pproximationn
of the contoour is done too approximaate the upperr part of the hand
h
as a poolygon .This yields a con
ntour derivedd
of straight line segmennts making itt easier in finding
f
convexities .The result of poolygon appro
oximation iss
shown in figgure 2.4b.

2.5. Findding Conveexity Defectts
Convexxity defects are valley points.
p
In paarticular, con
nvexity defeccts are sequuences of contour pointss
between tw
wo consecutivve contour veertices on thhe contour Hu
ull. Figure 2.5a
2
, 2.5b , 22.5c , 2.5d , 2.5e showss
the convexiity defects in
i a palm , open thumbb , V shaped
d fingers , a fist , and iin three fing
gers .Thesee
convexity defects
d
are veery useful in providing information
i
about
a
the loccation and staate of the fin
ngers . In thee
figures beloow, the pure white markeers are the coonvexity defeects or the vaalley points aand the dark
k markers aree
the start andd end points respectively.

Fig. 2.5a: Palm

Fiig. 2.5b:Thum
mb

Fig. 2.5c: Fingers

Fig. 2.5dd: Fist

t
Fingers
Fig.2.5e: three

2.6. Elim
minating Coonvexity Deefects
As show
wn in figuree 2.6a not all
a the conveexity defectss provide usseful information .Somee defects aree
formed espeecially due to
t incompletee and distortted contours.. Most of thee defects whhich are on th
he undersidee
of the contoour are not reelated to thee fingers. Eveery defect haas a start andd an end poinnt .The start and the endd
points correespond to thhe coordinatees where thee valley begiins and ends .For a defect to qualify
y as a defectt
caused by fingers,
fi
a conndition is set that the Y-coordinate or the height of
o the defect iis greater thaan the heightt
the heights of both the start
s
and end points by a minimum
m
vaalue of 20 unnits.
This coondition doess not cover the
t defects at
a the hand sides which have
h
the heigght of the en
nd point lesss
than the heiight of the defect
d
and heeight of the start
s
point grreater than thhe height of the defect .S
Such defectss
are generallly the first and
a last defeccts in the lisst of defects which are sorted in incrreasing orderr of their X-coordinates. Such defeccts are identiified, but noot removed .They are maarked as speecial defects,, as they aree
required at later
l
stages.
A minim
mum boundiing rectanglee is a rectangle of minimu
um area whicch bounds thhe contour. The
T rectanglee
and coordinnates of its vertices
v
are calculated. In
I case the first
f
defect starts
s
with a special defeect, then thee
horizontal distance
d
from
m the speciall defect to itts next defecct (in the upddated list of defects whicch has somee
unnecessaryy defects rem
moved) is meeasured. In caase the first defect
d
is not a special deffect , then th
he horizontall
distance bettween the neearest verticaal edge of thhe bounding rectangle annd the defectt is measured
d .After that,,
the distancce between every two consecutivee defects iss measured .That is (defect2.xccoordinate –
defect1.xcoordinate ) , (defect3.xcooordinate – defect2.xcoo
ordinate) andd so on are measured until
u
the lastt
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defect is reached .If the last defect is a not a special defect , then distance between last defect and nearest
vertical side of bounding rectangle is measured .If it is a special defect , then it is ignored . Based on
measured distances, a specific range is provided to approximate the number of fingers .In this case, with a
distance greater than 75, number of fingers is approximated as 3 .With distance greater than 50 number of
fingers approximated is 2 and a distance greater than 15 one finger is approximated .These distances are
found to be nearly the same except for very small and very large hand contours. This is confirmed in later
stages.

Fig. 2.6a: Note the unwanted defect at the bottom left corner .These defects are not caused by fingers.

2.7. Contour Matching
After the finger classification in step 4.8 , the classified images are further confirmed using HU moment
matching as follows .A Set of contours for each of the five gestures are stored in the memory at start up .
Each set which contains four to seven contours differ from each other significantly when compared using
HU moments .Depending on the number of fingers calculated, the contour polygon is compared to one set
among the five sets of contours stored at startup. That is if two fingers were found out, it is first compared
with the V shaped set of contours. If 5 fingers are found, then it is first compared with the Palm set of
contours.
Hu moments are said to be invariant to scale, translation and rotation .They are
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The measure of similarity is given by
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Where h A and h B are the Hu moments of Contours A and B respectively.
The closer the result S A, B is to zero, the greater is the resemblance between the two contours .The
posture is confirmed to be a recognized gesture only if at least 2 of the following three conditions are
satisfied.
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The minimum value of the match from all the contours in the set is less than 0.2.
Out of the all the contours in the set, at least three contours yield a match less than 0.3.
The average of the best three matches is less than 0.35 .
If at least two conditions are satisfied, then output is confirmed. Else output is matched with next most
probable contour set. If k be the number of fingers detected in the contour polygon then next probable
contour sets are the sets having k+1 and k-1 fingers. In order to improve accuracy, the output is declared as a
recognized gesture only after processing 5 continuous frames in which at least 3 frames give the same
recognized output .In cases where there is equal weightage for multiple gestures , for example 2 -palm , 2thumb , and 1 finger , the output is declared to be the previous output. Figure 2.7b, c, d,e show the set of
palm templates

Fig. 2.7b: Template 1

Fig. 2.7c: Template2

Fig. 2.7d: Template3

Fig. 2.7e: Template 4

3. Execution
Once gesture has been detected, it can be used as a trigger to perform an action. X11 library is a C library
which enables writing of programs called X-Clients. The movement of mouse pointer is made in accordance
to hand being tracked.X11 Libraries and Linux are used for this purpose. Every action such as movements of
the pointer , single click , double click , right click are events which are called XEvents. Functions such as
XWarpPointer, XOpenDisplay, XCloseDisplay ,XQueryPointer XSendEvent are used in performing the
required action. The language used is C language and OPENCV libraries are also used for image processing.
Gesture Sequence
Action
Palm
Single Click
V Shaped Fingers
Right click
Fist
No action .Only Hand Tracking
Thumb
Double Click

4. Experiments
Experiments on a set of five people with varying skin tone have resulted in the following outcomes .The
following table illustrates the ac curacies of the output gesture recognition which includes finger detection
and Hu Moment Matching and State Machine .
GESTURE
CORRECT
Fist
95
Thumb
90
V shaped Fingers
88.23
Palm
85.4
Three consecutive fingers
89
The beagle board on running the same algorithm is measured to be 3.2 times slower than a 2.24 GHz Intel
Dual Core Processor while the Beagle Board XM runs on a 1 GHz OMAP processor.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
An approach based on hand contour convexities and Hu moment matching has been proposed .A method
of having different hand gesture templates at the system start up and finding the best match has been
presented . The implementation on the Beagle Board shows that the system is suitable in real time even with
an embedded device of lower processing power compared to the PC. Any simple USB camera can be
connected with the PC or the Beagle Board with no limitations .Future work includes trying to further
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improve the accuracy of the work and study and compare other techniques on Hand Gesture Recognition
which have been proposed so far .
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